Myth:
Always Use Symbols on Core Words for Literacy Instruction and AAC
Device
Introduction
Symbols are all around us. There is no denying that symbols are effective in conveying messages
and useful for comprehension. Think about your own day-to-day experiences. When you go about
your day, you probably see signs all over the community. A few examples include road signs, public
restroom signs, or direction symbols at airport. These are helpful in conveying a message quickly,
effectively and (in some instances) universally.
It is also common to use symbols when teaching students. Think about photos, illustrations, and
symbols in books. They help words come alive. Teachers often pair visuals with content because it
is one tool to help with comprehension. Symbols play an essential role in communication. However,
research continues to show that symbols should not be used with literacy instruction.

I always pair symbols with words. Why should I consider removing symbols
from literacy instruction?
If we want students to learn to read, research suggests not pairing symbols with words. Harzem et al. (1976) conducted a
study to find out if students learn and retain object (noun) words better if the word is paired with a symbol or presented in
isolation. Students acquired fewer words when presented with symbols. In contrast, when students were taught words in
isolation (no symbols), they not only learned more words but maintained their ability over time. Saunder and Solman (1984)
conducted a similar study, but with sight words. Their results also indicated that students master and retain more words when
taught to read them in isolation.
Erickson’s (2010) summary of research on reading also shows that students with intellectual disabilities need to develop as
readers. “Pictures actually may increase confusion, especially when they represent abstract concepts, have multiple meanings,
or serve more than one grammatical function,” (Hatch, 2009).
Let’s look at the core word do. Pairing a symbol with this verb is difficult because it is abstract and depends on the context. In
this case, an abstract do symbol doesn’t necessarily help a student learn to read or understand the word. If we teach the word
do without symbols and within a context, we force students to pay attention to the letters and derive meaning from the
orthographic representation (the letters) to read it. This is far more valuable because there are more instances where a student
will encounter the printed word do rather than an abstract symbol for the word (Erickson, 2010).
Erickson (2010) further explains that picture symbols make learning to read challenging because many words have multiple
meanings. Erickson highlights this point with the word back. Back is a noun, verb, or adjective depending on the context. A
picture symbol to support this word could be a person’s back, or the back of a room, or a position within a space. Without
knowing how the word back is being used, we don’t know which symbol to pair. Although we can manipulate symbols to match
a word, this requires learners to learn a variety of symbols for the same phonetically-spelled word. It is more powerful and less
of a cognitive load to learn to read one abstract form of the word back (the orthographic form), than it is to memorize a
multitude of possible symbols to represent the word back. Students have a specific amount of cognitive currency. This means
we want their efforts, energy, and attention spent learning a powerful set of letters rather than symbols. Letters are the only
symbol set that allows us to say exactly what we want, whenever we want, and to whomever we want.
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The standard in AAC to put symbols on every word. If we know symbols
don’t help people learn to read, then why do put them on devices?
Considering the above research on not pairing symbols with words, we encourage you to fade symbols as your students’
literacy skills grow. Literacy and communication skills are related since growth in one leads to growth in the other. Given the
research that supports teaching words without symbol support, the removal of symbols from core words on AAC devices for
literacy lessons deserves consideration.
We are not suggesting that symbols should always be removed from AAC devices, especially if your student is presently
flourishing with their current system setup. Every decision about the support you provide to students is specific to the needs
and circumstances of each individual. We merely want to encourage you to consider reducing symbol support at some point.
Some students may always need symbols on their AAC devices for communication purposes. However, some students may not
ever receive the opportunity to have symbols removed because it is relatively standard to see symbols used on AAC devices.
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